Despite multiple checks, some small bugs are discovered after production was finished.
-

On the HSB-Stock-Market board there are stock values stated as ’60 – 56 – 70’. The correct
stock values are ’60 -65 -70’

-

On the charter of Private Brewery No. 6 there are one BEC 1 and one BEC 2 as starting BEC
cards. The correct number of the starting BEC cards is stated in the rules and is two BEC 1
and one BEC 2

Stickers for corrections are available from
https://www.railsonboards.com/our-shop/
for free in connection with an order for other items; e.g. trays for tiles.
-

GAME COMPONENTS on page 3 state 18 brown and 17 special tiles. The correct number
however is 17 brown and 15 special tiles as shown on page 40.

-

The rules stating the number of beer barrels as 37. However, there are only 36 beer barrels
in the box (as stated on the back of the box). The 36 beer barrels are the correct number. In
fact there is only a maximum of 34 barrels needed (for five Players), but we have added 2
beer barrels as spare items.

-

Rules section 5.1.1 stated the placement of an overlay tile on Hex H29. The correct position is
Hex H19. The orientation must connect hex H17 with hex I20.

-

Rules section 6.1.2: The correct number of Capex Cards type 8 is 12 not 13.

-

Rules section 6.5.1: Add the following paragraph at the end:
‘When a train has been loaded with beer cubes but there is no longer any valid ‘export’
route available, this train may run a route through a blocked hex. In this case, the
blocked hex does not count for income but for the route length.
(Comment: this part of the rules has been accidently deleted when streamlining the
rules.)

-

Rules section 6.5.2.4 third paragraph read:
‘Beer cubes for the delivery to the Export Market are taken from the Stock box on the
Beer Market board.’
- Rules section 6.2.3 corrected first sentence:
‘The rules of ‘TRG’ section 4.2.3 apply with the exception of the player order.’

